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An Bord Pleanala

Scotsmans Road
Monkstown

64 Marlborough S
Dublin I

o6 OCT 2016
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Co Cork
5/l0/2106

Attention; Kieran Doherty: your ref 04 .PMOO I 0
Re Pa0035 Port of Cork Amendments

Dear sir,
I refer to your letter of Sept 7th and to my letter Ocl 3rd to your offices on the
same day .I have now finalised my submission as detailed below here.
#1.The new amendments proposed by pac are significant and the residents of the
harbour are now faced with a completely new challenge to our way of life and
our environment.
#2 .The planning permission PL04 PA0035 was granted by the board of ABP against
the wishes and concerns of the harbour residents and against the boards own
inspectors report.
#3 .The bullying approach by the board of ABP continues with their hastily conclusion
that the present amendments fall within the scope of section 146b of the planning
act 2000.
Here again the board ignore their own inspectors report and make every effort to
delay and minimise the time afforded to the harbour residents to absorb the
changes.
#4 .These two decisions by ABP and the manner in which the decisions were made
are in complete conflict with the Mission Statement of ABP and the code of
conduct for Board Members
#5 .The Mission Statement reads
"To play our part as an independent national body in an impartial,efficienland
open manner to ensure that physical development and major infrastructure
projects respect the principles of sustainable development including
protection of the environment"
The record shows that on the 6 fundamental principles listed above ,ABP have
failed to meet these .
#6.The Code of Conduct for Board Members reads
"is to determine all matters before it in accordance with
<a>principles of natural and constitutional justice.
<b>principles of sustainable development .
<c>principles of proper planning and sustainable development in the area
concerned.
The board members have reneged on principles a and b.

#7.The POC plan PA0035 is not sustainable development.
The POC now realise that their original proposal is too ambitious and too costly.
They now want to change their container handling methodology because of costs
and to increase their foot print outside the permitted boundary.
Container Handling
POC originally planned to use electric RTGs
They now want use 15 diesel Straddle Carriers.
POC want to increase the length of the main berth to accommodate more ships.
POC want to build a massive maintenance building to house these straddle carriers
for maintenance purposes.operating 2417 .The building can only be described as a
noise box . This massive structure is 22.5 m high 60m long 49.5m wide.
POC want to increase their permitted footprint outside the allowed boundary
#8 .Cost to the harbour residents
In their hasty decision did ABP consider the effect to the harbour residents .
The answer is NO.
There are increased noise levels from 15 diesel Stmddle carriers
There are increased noise levels from the maintenance building.
There are increased noise levels with the extra shipping
There is increased light pollution with the increased foot print
There is increased traffic
#9.Noise level modelling by the POCo
The noise data submitted by the POC in their original proposal was flawed and
they continue to use this flawed theoretical data.
The data presented does not consider the following inputs
<1 >Concerns raised by residents at the last oral hearing
<2>Noise generated from ships while berthed at the harbour
<3> Noise impact of 15 diesel straddle carriers.
<4> Impact of bowl effect in Monkstown bay with noise travelling uninterrupted
over water at night .
The POC are fully aware and accept that permitted noise levels are being
exceeded with the ship car transporters< GRIMALDI Iines>and the MAERSK
container ship.
Official noise complaints have been made by myself on numerous occasions
and as late as Oct 3rd .
But what has ABP done Iconsidered on these new impacts.

NOTHING

# 10 Environment
The air pollution caused by ships running generators , fms ~ ~"~r~l<.f:
while tied up in harbour is significant
TIME
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What have ABP determined on this? NOTHING
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#10 Have ASP required POC to install Ship To Shore electrical hook up to eliminate
this?
#11.There are many other issues that have not been addressed by ABP and they are
<1>Lack of time given to the stakeholders to be fully informed of these
significant changes.
My letter of Oct 3,d clearly identifies this.
<2>Traffic problems on the N28 and N40 have not been recognised by ABP
and this development will further strangle traffic flow. The answer ASP will
give here is that the new partial motorway will solve this ,but in the real
world it will not ,it will push the gridlock to the tunnel
<3>There is a lack of information on POC drawings
<4>Proper planning by ASP means that ASP have a duty of care to ensure that
their requirements are adhered to .. ASP cannot sherk this responsibility by
passing the buck to another agency without monitoring it. Cork Co Council
admitted that they do not have the resources for this.
ASP need to action their overall responsibilities.
<5> POC submission uses the usual catch phrases
" there is no significant noise impact" but there is in the real world and
it exists today.
" air quality will not change"
The facts are that there is a real problem here
What have ASP done to critically evaluate these poe assumptions
NOTHING
<6> The new massive maintenance building would need a separate new
planning application
To conclude
I object to these proposed amendments which have not been properly
evaluated by ASP and there should be a new planning application from
POC

Yours Faithfully
Robert J
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26 Diamond Hill
Monkstown
Co. Cork
Ph:0874183340
Email: beakomeara@gmail .com
An Bord Pleanala
64 Marlborough Street
Dublin 1
Attn: Mr. Kieran Doherty
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Your ref: 04.PM0010/04.PA0035
6 October 2016

Re: Port of Cork Company, Ringaskiddy
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Dear Mr. Doherty,
I refer to your letter of 7 Sept 2016 with attachments, and our subsequent phonecall and
correspondence. This letter forms my written submission, and supercedes my submission of 5
October 2016, which I now withdraw, since it incorrectly quoted a 60x35x7.6m high building .
The proposed building is 60x35x22.5m high.
The current planning permission ref. PL04.PA0035, when granted, caused surprise and dismay
among the harbour community. Specifically following the lengthy Oral Hearing when many
strong community views against the project were given to the Planning Inspectors, who
subsequently recommended refusal to the Planning Board. There is little point in holding oral
hearings when the decision makers (who were not present) routinely ignore the advice of those
that were present at the hearings. The Planning Board chose to ignore the evident lack of
necessary transport infrastructure serving Ringaskiddy and illogically granted permission with
conditions.
Since the foregoing decision there are new realities which mitigate even further against the
desirability of a container port at Ringaskiddy. Due to large increases in the number of new
vehicles on the road the frequency of tailbacks on the N28 & N40 has further increased.
Upgrades of the N28 and of the Dunkettle interchange have been deferred, and new planning
processes for residential and Industrial development feeding into the N28 & N40 are in hand.
Despite this Port of Cork press on with their Ringaskiddy Port Plans, which to comply with EU
TEN-T regulations, would require an unjustifiably expensive M28 motorway.
The volume of container traffic feeding through Cork port is the same or less than it was 10
years ago. There is ample spare port capacity between TIvoli and Waterford, both of which have
motorway and rail links, unlike Ringaskiddy. There is no need for the permitted development.
Port of Cork Ringaskiddy currently have progressed their" Advanced Preliminary Works". An Bord
Pleanala should now confirm with the relevant enforcing authorities whether the PL04.PA0035
permission conditions relevant to the current stage of the Works have been complied with to
date, and whether the necessary Foreshore Ucense is in place.
The permitted and now proposed works are unnecessary, would form a major intrusion on Cork
Harbour, and would create additional traffic problems for most of the southern side of the
greater South Cork area.

With regard to the PM0010 application the Planning Inspector advises that the application does
not fall within the scope of section 146B and that an application under section 37B Is required.
The Inspector notes that the applicant quoted PM0002 as a precedent, but the said example did
not involve development outside of it's permission boundary, as is the case with the current
application. In it's direction, the Planning Board ignores the Inspector's spedfic valid finding, so
for the second time on this project the Planning Board Direction is contrary to an Inspector's
recommendation . It is further noted that the Board Direction selectively lists other cases
VM0008, VM0010, and YM0001 . These deal with projects of a quite different nature, e.g.
Underground electrical and sewerage services. The Inspector's views on the VM0008, VM0010,
and YM0001 cases are not presented.
If this PM0010 application is allowed as a "material alteration" then Port of Cork and any other
applicant could use it as a precedent for almost any development within large site areas that
they might own, but outside the area of a specific permission. This could reduce the entire
relevant planning process to ineffectuality in many future cases.
With reference to items (i) &. (il) in your draft notice titled "Planning and Development Acts 2000
to 201S" I comment as follows:i) Ali container ports have significant negative effects on the environment. The PM0010
"material alteration" as proposed increases the negative environmental effect as the area
covered by the proposed development is increased, e.g. noise and overnight lighting
negative effects. Construction stage environmental effects would also Increase
proportionally.
il) The Board should refuse to make the alteration for the rea
letter, for example, the alteration is large, and much of th
~d
_ _ _oBY
the area covered by permiSSion PL04.PA003S.
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The new PM0010 application breaks new boundaries both literally and metaphorically. Proposals
that are outside the physical area applicable to an original permission require a new, separate,
planning application. Also the large scale and different usages now proposed require a new
application.The applicant's drawings now available make reference to three different types of
boundary; namely (a) the original planning boundary, (b) the amended planning boundary, and
(c) the ownership boundary, but these boundaries are somewhat unclear from the drawings, and
should be clarified and re-presented .
The proposed new 60x3Sx22.Sm-high building and it's compound: The offices for 30 and the
canteen for 80 would be in the same building as, and over, a noisy Straddle Carrier workshop
and close to the new noisy, dusty, 24/7, container compound. The existing ferryport roadway,
entrance to the new container compound, and entrance to the new building compound, would
form a crossroads with a variety of traffic; including SC's, trucks, cars, cyclists, pedestrians, etc.
Presumably the canteen will have to be 24/7, and perhaps some of the offices. What is planned
here is a hazardous, unpleasant environment for workers, visitors, and for those using the
existing roadway as well as those living in or occupying the surrounding populated areas.
Working at night in inclement weather multiplies the level of hazard, nOise and disturbance. New
lighting would pollute the night sky for surrounding populations and wildlife.

/

-

Straddle Carriers: The applicant's documents indicate that SC's would be used in "the early
years". Evidently container handling technology is in a state of developmental flux and under
constant economic and safety pressure to improve. SC's now have a low initial cost compared to
RTG cranes, but SC's have a poor maintenance record, and have tended to collide with one
another and with container trucks. (In this proposal also with cars, cyclists, pedestrians, etc.) In
a few years time a different form of container handling device may be in use, which could make
the proposed SC workshop redundant in shape and form. The SC maintenance workshop should
be a stand-alone temporary single-purpose building within the container compound for safer
access. It should be remote from those that would be affected by noise and vibration.
The lengthening of the main berth and relocation of the mooring dolphins: This would increase
the number of vessels that could be docked at anyone time and generate higher traffic flows on
the N28 and N40.
Insufficient and conflicting information provided by the applicant: There Is conflict between the
various now available drawings. For instance, The roundabout, large new building, entrance,
yard and carpark all as shown on the Scott Tallon Walker drawings are not shown on the RPS
drawings. A ground floor plan only of the Customs Building is provided and no orientation. There
are no building services details, such as sewerage and drainage systems, shown for the STWdesigned buildings. The available information implies that certain items in the present
permission would now be omitted, but what and where is unclear; e.g. the original maintenance
building. Clarification is needed.
In summary, I submit that the Board should refuse to make the 04.PM0010 alteration.
Yours sincerely,

_ _~~~~_ _ &_~A'-William A. O'Meara
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Your Ref. 04.PMOOlO.
Changes to Proposed Port of Cork Redevelopment of Ringaskiddy. (Ref.also to
Redevelopment of the Port of Cork Ref. PA0035)
Replying to your communication of the ythSept.to me, and my original objection dated
20/6/2014 also refers.
As a residents of Martello Park, Ringaskiddy. we are concerned that the predicted noise
arising from some of the proposed changes will impact on us.
Noting that the redevelopment for which planning permission was granted last year
included two cranes for lifting containers to and from ships with rubber tyred gantry cranes
moving and stacking containers within the Port of Cork yards. Amongst other changes, the
Port of Cork has now requested permission to use straddle carriers instead of rubber tyred
gantry cranes with two rail mounted gantry cranes ultimately being installed to work with
the straddle carriers.
The major implication of this seemingly innocuous change is that straddle carriers need a
great deal of maintenance· so the Port of cork has requested permission to construct a
22.5 metre high maintenance building close to the eastern entrance, outside the footprint
of the development for which planning permission was granted last year.
Some of the noise impacts from the proposed alerations have been modelled and included
in the Port of Cork's submission to an Bord Pleanala. They indicate that the noise ariSing
from the construction of this maintenance building is predicted to have a significant impact
on some properties in Ringaskiddy, particularly those in Martello Park (where we live) and
on the Main Street.
There has been no modelling to indicate what level of noise might be generated in the
workshops of the maintenance building when the new container facility is operational.
We do not believe that the community of Ringaskiddy should have to endure any further
sacrifice in their lives - The Port of Cork has not been a good neighbour working at antisocial hours and residents have to endure what follows. People have rights and the Board

cannot continue to ignore this. Th.e rights ofthis community predates the Port itself, and it
is neither fair or just to impose any more on them. Why is the emphasis never on the Social
Community, and here in Ringaskiddy we have taken more than our fair share of what is
being imposed on us - from the various industrial sectors time and time again. Must we
forever have to suffer (24/7) health hazards from dust levels/noise/exposure and now the
further 'threat' from noise emanating from proposed changes
Under the aforementioned concerns we have raised- we are now calling on the Bord to
REFUSE to make these alterations.
Yours sincerely,

'{cgMJ~j)Q,!~~.u.! __ _
Vera O'Driscoll,
5,Martelio Park,
Ringaskiddy,
Co.Cork.

~~i~?Z~£·L.···-·-6,Martello Park.
Ringaskiddy,
Co.Cork.
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Pier View,
Ringaskiddy,
County Cork.
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An Bord Pleanala
64, Marlborough Street,
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The signatories at the end of this letter are residents of Ringaskiddy and we would wish An Bard
Pleanala to give due consideration to the following general concerns we have in respect of the above
mentioned planning alteration. We also ask, in particular, that you refuse permission for the
construction of the maintenance building at the proposed location for the reasons given.
This application is headed as an 'Alteration' to the original planning authority but in reality it
changes virtually everything. It changes the amount of dredging; it changes the amount of dumping
at sea; it changes the size of the footprint; it changes the type of equipment to be used on the site; it
changes the layout of the site; it changes the lighting; it changes the sound barriers; it changes the
buildings to be erected, In fact it is, to all intent and purpose, a new application and we would wish
every aspect of this purported 'alteration' to be scrutinised as if it was a new application.
We are of course pleased that the stack height of the containers will now be reduced but it would
seem that it is now more appropriate to use different equipment to move the containers. However
we are not provided with any comparative performance information. For example do the new
carriers create more or less noise than the originally intended ones?; do they need more or less
servicing than the intended ones? (a very relevant issue when it comes to the use of the
maintenance building) We have seen no evidence of a base line assessment on noise in order that
future meaningful comparisons can be made and would ask that these be carried out.

We are concerned that the changes to the lighting and sound barriers do not have a negative impact
on the residential properties in the village as against the original proposal and ask that you seek
clarification on this.
We are pleased that there are reportedly going to be attempts to manage the flow of vehicular
traffic to and from the port to ease congestion at peak times. We would however, once again, wish
to express our very real concerns over increased traffic flow before the N28 is upgraded and
consequent very real and serious threat to human life. We therefore ask that the port authorities be
provided with a ciear model capable of easy monitoring should anyone wish to confirm compliance.

The comments at para 2.3 of the Document Control Sheet are an example of being 'economical with
the truth' in extremis. It is correct to say that there are some large buildings within the port however - they are all confined to the western end of the port and not one of these structures is in
direct line of sight of any of the residential properties in the village. How they could possibly have
the opinion that a construction equivalent, in height alone, to a five story building would only have
minor visual Impact beggars belief. They seek to create the impression that this building will hardly
be noticeable amongst all the other large constructions. Nothing could be further from the truth. It
will stand alone. It will be massively larger than any construction near it. (and we suspect larger than
any other construction on the Port site but time constraints have prevented us confirming this) It will
be close to the southern boundary of the port footprint maximising its intrusion into the privacy of
the residential properties at the front of the village, rather than seeking to protect privacy or at least
seeking to minimise such intrusion.
There is no information on the working hours of the maintenance building or on the levels of noise
that such activities generate all of which could well have a negative impact on the quality of life in
the village.
We see little correlation between the workings of Customs, Border Control and shipping agents with
what amounts to a large garage for fixing large cranes and therefore question the need for them to
be in the same building.
We believe that the construction of a maintenance building of this size, on the plot suggested, will:produce an excessively large structure that is totally out of keeping with its immediate
surroundings;
structurally, excessively dominate the residential properties in the villag
create unnecessary noise pollution for residents;
unnecessarily intrude into the privacy of local resident;
generally have a negative impact on the Quality of life in the village;
have a significant devaluing impact on local property values.
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For these reasons we ask you to refuse permission for the construction of the maintenance
building in Its present form on its suggested location.
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CORK HARBOUR ENVIRONMENTAL PROTECTION ASSOCIATION.
CHEPA
c/o Beech Lodge.
Monkstown .
Co. Cork.
OS October 2016.

Mr. Kieran Doherty.
Executive Officer.
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Re; Proposed "Amendments· to the " Redevelopment" of the Port of Cork. Ringaskiddy. Co. Cork.
(Ref PA0035 and 04PM0010).
A Chara,
We wish to make the following points in reference to the very significant new development
application being made in this instance purporting as it does to be a mere alteration of the 2015

permission.
Firstly, we note with dismay, that the Port Company has finished its Advanced Works Contract
without the necessary pre'consultation and agreement with Cork Co. Council.
In particular we refer to a letter from Mr. Paul Murphy, Senior Planner Cork Co. Council to the Port
Company, dated 02 June 2016, wherein he states, inter alia, " half of the 18 planning conditions
attached to this (planning) permission require such consultation and none took place" , and,
"compliance with all relevant conditions is required before commencement of Main Works".
Mr. Murphy states that the "Els and additional mitigation measures (are) no longer on the Port of
Cork website"" These should be made available online as soon as possible and mainta ined and
updated for the duration of the Works".
Reference is made to conditions: 3, 9, 10, 11, 1, 5, 13, 14. And he makes specific reference to a
requirement to specify and post on line to include;
Condition (5); Details of the proposed Road Mobility Management Plan, (RMMP)
Condition (9) ;Details of the Environment Management System, with regard to on site noise, dust
suppression, loading and covering bulk goods, quality of surface water discharges, minimising light
pollution and non- essential lighting. Also, night-time work shall be notified in advance with a system
for monitoring noise emissions.
Condition (10); Construction Management Plan.
We note with considerab le dismay that the said Works were carried out in complete absence of the
necessary Foreshore Licence, again in breach of the 2015 planning conditions.
( 1)

(2)

We conclude that the Port Company in carrying out its development works with disregard to the
planning conditions reflects a cavalier approach to the planning laws. The removal of the EIS and
mitigation measures from its website represents a denial of its obligations to the Harbour Residents.
We believe that the proposal for a significant increase to dockside berth age will lead to an increase
in cargo handling which in turn will result in an incremental increase in vehicular traffic. This increase
has not been addressed in a revised RMMP study. With reference to the proposed berthage
extension, West towards the wildfowl colony. This proposa l requires further evaluation to quantify
its negative potential for the bird life and the environment. No such study has been presented.

The new Administration Block, Workshop facility and Canteen area, as presented, represent a
structure of circa 195 Feet X 113.75 Feet X 24.75 Feet ( height) . This proposal undoubtedly
represents a very sizeable premises and outside of the development footprint which received
planning permission in 2015. Presumably this would lead to a move for office personnel to this
location, resulting in a further increase in road traffic. Therefore the proposal requires to be
presented as a new planning application.
No such new development outside of the original planning boundary should be permitted as a
matter of proper planning. A detailed EIS should be provided with any future application and ample
opportunity given to concerned Harbour residents to respond.
We are quite dismayed that An Bord choose to set aside and dismiss the report and findings of An
Bord's inspector. This very detailed and constructive analysis, based on all of the available
information, logically concluded that "the proposed amendments to approve redevelopment of port
facilities at Ringaskiddy Deepwater Port and Ferry Terminal, Lough Beg, Ringaskiddy, Co. Cork does
not fall within the scope of section 146B of the Planning and Development Act 2000, as amended,
and that an application for the proposed development within the revised site boundary should be
made to An Bord Pleanala under Section 37B of the Planning and Development Act, 2000, as
amended" .
Due to the paucity of available essential information for evaluation purposes in a deliberately
constrained timeframe and the urgency with which An Bord has obviously decided to proceed and
hasten a positive decision in favour of this entirely new development, we consider this to be a
blatant abuse of planning process. The precedent thus created would have disastrous consequences
for proper and sustainable future planning decisions.
We object to these "proposed amendments" which as presented are essentially a new planning
application masquerading as amendme j )'
Is mise Ie meas,
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Address; 21 The Pines, Bridgemount,
Carrigaline. Cork.

CIlr. Seamus

Mobile: 986 3916328 Olflc.: 021 4376699

McGrath

Emall;cllrseamusmcgrath@eircom.nel

The Secretary
An Bord Pleamila
64 Marlborough Street
Dublin I

6 October 2016

Re: PL04 .PMOOIO - Proposed amendments to the redevelopment of the Port of Cork
(Ref PA0035), Ringaskiddy, Co. Cork.

Dear Sir/Madam
As a Public Representative, I wish to register my opposition to this application .
Yours sincerely,

.....-----::
- - _.. --AN BO!1D PL EANMLA
TtME.
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07 OCT 2Gio
Cllr. Seamus McGrath
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Cllr. Marcia 0' Alton
Mobile: 085·7333852 • Email: info@marciadalton.net
Website: www.marciadalton.net
Facebook: www.facebook.com/cllrmarciadalton • Twitter: @marciadalton

j",.O.~

22 Hillcrest,

Pembroke Wood,
Passage West,
Co. Cork.

An Bord Pleanala,

64 Marlborough Street,
Dublin 1.
th

5 October, 2016.

RE: PL04.PMoOl0 - Proposed amendments to the redevelopment of the Port of Cork (Ref
PAOO3S), Rlngasklddy

AN BORD PLEANALA
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Thank you for the opportunity to comment on the Port of Cork's 'Pest recent proposed chilT!!:a~.--I
to the planning permission granted by the Board for redevelopme
..

In November 2007, the Port of Cork applied to An Bord Pleanala for permission to build a 400,000
TEU container terminal at its existing base at Ringasklddy (ref: PAo003). The Inspector assessing
the application on behalf of the Board advised against its refusal for two reasons, the first being
that the proposed development would result in all goods from the Port being transported by road
only. rhe Board upheld the Inspector's decision on the grounds that the proposed development
would lIexacerbote serious traffiC congestion" on strategic city roads and their junctions.

Yet when the Port of Cork applied for what It termed a "redevelopment" of Ringaskiddy in May
2014 (ref: PA003S) and the then Inspector recommended refusal for a similar reason and a clear
lack of rail facilities to Ringaskiddy, the Board overruled that recommendation and granted
planning permission.

The Board decided that future facilities at other locations around Cork

Harbour which the Port did not own and for which they had never submitted planning permission
would allow future option for rail access.

There were 76 observers to PA003S. many of whom were residents either of Ringaskiddy or

Monkstown. As many as could gave of their time to attend the 7·day oral hearing. They took
holidays, snatched lunchtimes from the working day, borrowed childeare and begged favours
from friends and family to facilitate even minimal attendance.

They contributed to that oral

hearing to the best of their ability. When evidence was to be prepared, they devoted hours late
into the night on what was often an unfamiliar topic with an associated learning curve. They gave

this time to protect their homes and their amenity. They fundraised to cover the cost of legal
representation. Cork County (ouncil had presence at the oral hearing as required. with personnel

attending as part of their working day. Yet the Board awarded '30,662 in costs to the County
Council for the part it played in the oral hearing, whilst it took a stated decision not to award any

compensatory costs to third parties.

Condition 10 of the planning permission required the construction of the development to be
managed in accordance with a Construction Management Plan. When, during the Advance Works
Contract in Quarter 1 2016, the contractor operating on behalf of the Port began a practice of

beginning work before 7am, I requested that Cork County Council would provide a copy of the
Construction Management Plan. I was advised that the Construction Management Plan had not

been agreed. Although the Port of Cork had submitted proposals to the County Council, they
were considered inadequate. But the Port's construction continued regardless. The Advance
Work$ induded erection of noise barriers, iock importation, rock movement and removal of an
existing links pan. These are all activities with significant potential to cause adverse noise and dust

impact on the Ringaskiddy community. By the time the Advance Works Contract finished in May
2016, the Construction Management Plan had still not been agreed.

In July 2015, the Port of Cork applied for a Foreshore Licence for the works proposed in PAoo35.

Although the foreshore belongs to the State, the Port proceeded with its Advance Works
Contract, induding plaCing of imported rock on the foreshore, without a Foreshore licence being

granted .

Port personnel met with representatives of the Board on 5'" May 2016 to discuss proposed
changes to the development permitted in PAoo35 comprising a 7% increase in footprint for
container storage, a 9% increase in the length of the multipurpose berth, an 18% increase in the
volume of dredging required, a total change to container handling eqUipment and a new 22.S

metre high building outside of the footprint of the previous development. This meeting was held
less than a year after planning permission for PAo035 was granted. According to the record of the
meeting, Port personnel presented an Alterations Report to the Board representatives, indicating

that work on planned changes to the permitted development had begun some time previous to
this meeting. The purpose of the meeting was to request that these changes would be considered

as a Material Alteration of the parent planning permission rather than as a new planning
application.

The Inspector assigned by the Soard to consider these changes advised that because the new
building was proposed for outside the footprint of the PAao35 permission, it should be considered
under a separate planning application. The Board overruled the Inspector's recommendation,
deciding in favour of the Port's request.

Third parties to this apPlication_h~a~v~e~a~IW~a~y~S;,f;e;ar~e~d~p~r~o~ie~c~tjsP~I~ittP:
· 1~ ' the part of the Port of Cork.
Those fears already seem valid:
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PAoOO3

PAo03S

MaterIal alteration

Approved/refused

Refused

Approved

Under consIderation

3 storey maintenance building

Yes

No

Yes

Total berthage at Rlngaskiddy East

480m

S'4m

s60m

(Berthage for containers)

(480 m)

(200 m)

(200 m)

(Multipurpose berthage)

(0 m)

(314 m)

(360 m)

New mooring dolphins

1

0

3

Llnkspan for ro·re

Yes

Yes

Postponed

TEU

400,000

279,000

33 0 ,000

With this material alteration request, the total berth age available to containers would be S60
metres, i.e. 75% of that refused in 2008 because of the serious traffic: congestion it would cause on
strategic routes. But there has been no change in the road network since 2008.

Third parties also note that at the oral hearing Into PAo03S, the Port advised that the container
facility was designed with a capacity of 279,000 TEU, therefore providing for the relocation of the
Tivoli operations. The Board's Inspector was advised that with a high growth scenario, annual lEU
throughput could increase to 322,846 TEU by 2033. Yet now, not even a year after planning
permission was granted, Mr. McCutcheon acting on behalf of the P rt a :'~ij

development at Ringasklddy East is designed to accommodate up to
per annum",
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In its deliberations on whether this most recent proposal by the
material alteration, the Board Direction (04.PC0216) tells us that f
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guided by, amongst other things, material amendments VMo08, ~~::~~~~~~~v~i~
OUiiS~IY~J
approved prolects. It is truly difficult to see the parallels between these and the amen me
proposed by the Port of Cork:
The first (VMOOS) for a modified run of an underground cable was for

0

project which did not

require environmental impact assessment, would use the same construction methodology
and involve the same mitigation measures as In the original development. In any event the
proposed amendment had been considered as part of the environmental report

accompanying the original development.
•

The second (VM010) was for a relocation of an approved switching station and the addition of

new polesets and anglemasts in a Special Area of Conservation (SAC). In this instance the
project was of a nature where environmental impact assessment was not mandatory and the

Department of Arts, Heritage and the Gaeltacht advised directly that the risk of impact on the
SAC would be reduced by the proposed relocation.
The third (YM0001) pertains to alterations to the pumping station locations and network runs
of our own local Lower Harbour Sewerage Scheme. The Environmental Impact Statement
associated with the original project had cautioned from the outset that the pumping station
locations and pipeline routes were yet to be finalised. The assessment in this instance was
that the alterations were not of a form or character different from the development for which
planning permission was originally sought. Moreover, I took part in almost all of the public

3

consultations carried out by Irish Water In preparing for the material amendment application

and can per~onally vouch for the fact that they were indeed extensive.

These changes proposed by the Port of Cork are an entirely different matter altogether. Their
impact was not assessed In the original planning application. The environmental Implications,
particularly in respect of nOise, are significantly worse, not reduced. There was no suggestion

within the original application that alterations would be required. And critically, there was no
liaison with the public to either forewarn them of these changes or to obtain their input in
advance.

When last week the people of Ringasklddy became aware that these changes were being
proposed, they requested a meeting with Port personnel . They were dismayed to find that
although photomontages had been prepared to demonstrate the impact of the proposed 22 .5
metre high building, not one of those photomontages illustrated the potential impact on

Ringaskiddy village. The residents of Monkstown and the Cobh areas most affected have not
been afforded the respect of any meeting.

The implication of the Board overturning its Inspector's recommendation with regard to how

these alterations might be considered has massive implications for the residents of Cork Harbour
and beyond. The Board Direction is clear:
"the Boord did not shore the view that an extension outside of the original 'red line' planning
bo undary should necessarily mean the mechnni"m" provided in 5146B should not be available".

So does this mean that when the Port applies for another berth extension, it will be considered as
yet another material alteration? That several hectares of reclamation for more container storage
would be a material alteration as long as the Port takes the necessary consultations with regard to
foreshore requirements? That an additional crane could be added for offloading ships? These
scenarios are all activities of a nature permitted by the parent planning application and the Board
Direction for PM0010 states that "major" alterations of an approved SID project can be considered
in this way .

One resident in Ringaskiddy has shown me the packet of earplugs she keeps beside her bed so
that she can get a decent night's sleep. She lives on Main Street and has double glazing. Another
has told me how she has to move bedrooms within the house when a ship's generator is left

running all night. She lives off the main street on the western end of the village. In the words of a
r.,ldent living in at the eastern end of the village:
"I am so frustrated and annoyed with the port because of the many sleepless nights I and my family
have had because of the noise from ships generators/ machinery and containers landing on concrete. I
have complained 'many' times to the port and have gotten no satisfaction. I have even tried ringing
the 24 hour number (which they advertise but don't answer during the night) and have ended up
crying on the phone to _
who deals with complaints because we couldn't even open our
windows during the hot nights during the summer. Even lost Thursda y the noise woke our d{)lJ -;I "t~ r
again at 5.30am and when I do complain they just tell me the name '1 t ~N"et;flbi'Pl!.eAN~
I have now given up complaining to them as they have no interest:
BY
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As part of this Material Alteration, the Board is asked to grant ap roval for:
LTR.OATED_ _ FROM _ _....
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1.

Allowing more cont ainers to be handled without any upgrading to the existing road network

2.

Allowing a new form of container stacking equipment to operate without any knowledge of:
•

the number of straddle carriers which would be on site

•

whether these straddle carriers would be transferred from the Tivoli terminal

•

whether the assumed noise input into the noise model was taken from straddle carriers

actually operational at Tivoli
whether the alarms associated with straddle carriers were taken account of In the inputs

to the noise model
•

whether the straddle carrier noise input into the model was for the straddle carrier when
laden or unladen or when hoisting or lowering.

3.

Allowing introduction of a new form of container handling (rail mounted gantry) in the future
which has not been subject to noise assessment at all.

4.

Allowing construction of a 22.5 metre high building closer to residential housing than the
footprint of the permitted development and on the edge of the new noise barrier for which
increases In construction noise of up to ,2 dBA may be expected and without any knowledge
of:
the duration of the unacceptable noise burden of this construction period
the noise which might arise from straddle carrier maintenance during the operational

phase
the hours during which residents could expect maintenance to be carried out

•

the visual impact of the proposed building on a fishing village which has, In the past 40
years, been severed entirely from the sea.

Anything over 10 dBA constitutes more than a doubling In the levels of loudness and in this regard
It Is worth noting that the most affected sensitive receptor from the works proposed by the
construction of the proposed 22.5 metre high building would be The Ringaskiddy Oratory, that
which promises a place of peace and refuge.

Another aspect of Impact from the Port which remains un assessed by this Material Alteration is
the nature of noise generated by its activities. Port noise is characterised by low frequency sound.
Noise as described by a dB level measurement does not accurately capture the characteristics of
sound at its diHerent frequencies . Noise barriers and double glazing, for example, are far less
effective In mitigating against low frequency noise than against noise at higher frequencies .
I.
~Ise tends to travel
Because it is less attenuated by barriers ~

longer distances and penetrate buildin s t.AM,HD ~ar!1ohCA~ y
nME
BY
perceived noise levels.
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The Port of Vancouver has identified tha [,/R~Rf~rt complai~!.l,tlise from I w frequency noise
sources. It has put a programme of ong :lgII monlto ri"g Br.&mmgy"
. ,I, e which ha s helped
to
deal
wi 11 L t h '
of
its
act ivities
(see
local
residents
htt ps:llwww. portvancouver.com/about·us/topics·o:·interest/managln g'po'"nc is e;) .
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(2004) found that dBA measurements underestimate annoyance for frequencies below about 200
Hz. The Danish Environmental Protection Agency has introduced guiding limits for the highest
allowable low frequency noise in nearby buildings. The Danish Ministry for the Environment has

devoted dedicated resources to examining how noise from ships in port might be reduced (see
http://www 2.mst.dk/udgiv/publications/zolO/978 87 92668 34 '9/pdf/978 87 926 68·3S·6.pdf). The
Port of Waterford has assessed the noise from its dredging operation at Cheekpoint across a
range of frequencies and found that trailing suction hopper dredgers emit sound levels at
frequencies below 500 Hz (see http://www.epa.le/lice nces/lic_ed ms/0901S1b2804b26c3. pd f).

Although both the EPA and WHO gUidance do not currently recognise the implications of different
noise frequencies, when carrying out noise monitoring for assessment of expansions at its faC ility,

the Port of Southampton always includes a frequency distribution analysis so that the impact of
noise-induced changes can be correctly evaluated. As an example, see:
http://www.southa mptonvts.co.uk/admin/content/files/Capital%20Projects/17 F6%200perational%20
NOise!t:wOc t201 1.pd f.

It ha s been long proven that the most important non-auditory effects of environmental noise
exposure are annoyance and sleep disturbance. The link between low level environmental noise

and genuine public health effects has also been identified since the 1980s to include i5thaemic
heart disease, blood pressure, depression and, particularly in children , cognitive impairment and
reduced motivation .

My understanding of the Board's function is that the deciS ions it takes are to promote Ifproper
planning and sustainable development", Although the concept of sustainable development is well
versed, the concept of "proper" planning Is not defined in the Planning and Development Act

2000. Probably the closest recent guidance towards what might be considered proper planning
was given by the government's Planning Policy Statement 2015 . It advises that:
"Above ali, planning will be conducted In a manner that affords a high fevel of confidence in the
openness, fairness, professionalism and efficiency of th e process, where people have the opportunity
to participate at both the strategiC plan making and individual planning application level with
decisions always being taken in the interests of the common good and in a timely and informed
fashion and where people can have confidence that appropriate enforcement action will be taken

where legal reqUirements are not upheld" ,

Do you think these people In Ringaskiddy have confidence in the concept of proper planning and
sustainable development? The reality Is that the nightmare they live through has not merely been
permitted, but rather has been facilitated by the Board.

Our experience to date indicates that the Board will advise that it cannot ask for a type of noise
assessment not required by legislation or EPA guidance. Failure to agree a Construction
Management Plan is the responsibility of the local authority, Foreshore issu~s and the Port's
execution of works on the foreshore without a Foreshore Licence Is the concern of the
Department of Housing, Planning, Community and Local Covernm~ ('t

of responsibility will be the one thing the planning system
good.
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An Bord Pleanala

Scotsmans Road

64 Marlborough Street
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Dublin I
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OCT 2016

Co Cork

LTR.OATED___ FROM_ _-1

Re:PAO~~~. =~=======:I

Port of Cork amendments
Attention: Kieran Doherty

Dear Sir,

I have received your letter of September 7111 and I wish to raise the following

matters.
# I.Lack of time to respond for the real stakeholders in this
development
# 2. Questions
# 1.The contents of your letter are both a shock and an upset for me.lt would appear
that ABP continue to show an unhealthy bias towards the port of Cork company
and the following facts confirm this.
a.l telephoned you on Sept 12111 early afternoon to confirm that I had received your
letter of Sept 7111 and to seek clarification as to why there was no end date
confirmed in your letter for forwarding submissions.
b. You then informed me that as far as you knew the port of Cork Co had put a
notice in the newspaper <the examiner [presume> on September 7111 ,and that
4 weeks from this date was the date for submissions
I challenged you as to the equity and fairness of this approach.
c.ABP letter of Sept 7111 is misleading and vague with respect to informing people
of the submission date.
d.lt is important to note that as of Sept 12111 no information was available on either
ABP or POC websites .This has been confirmed by a number of people.
e.Due to family commitments I was not able to to collect the hard copy of
information from Cork Co Council until Sept 29'h at a cost of 24 eura.
f.From the documents received it would appear that POC have reworked their
design effort probably starting late in 2015 with early drawings produced in april
2016.
Consultations between ABP and POC took place on 515/2016.
ASP granted special status under section 146b8 on 23/06/2016

The revised plan is a major change to their original plan .
So all the changes and meetings have taken place over a 5 month period.
But since 23/06/2016 another 10 weeks have elapsed before ABP undertake
to write to the real stakeholders most effected by this development, and then
they have only 4 weeks to seek the infonnation and make submissions
This practice can only be described as contrived and biased towards the POCo
#2 . I intend to make a more detailed submission but I need answers to the following
A .Have ABP validated the noise modelling data received from POC as they are
duty bound to do .If not why not.
B. I understand that the POC proceeded with Advanced works on the foreshore
in Ringaskiddy without a foreshore licence ,all under the blind eyes of the
co council.
This is a breach of your planning conditions and is illegal.
What is the ABP position on this and what steps will ABP take 10 ensure that
All the requirements laid down by them will be adhered to ,or does ABP pass
the buck on this one as well.

I await your response
Robert J Mclaughlin B.E Ceng FIEI MIMech E
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In May of last year, An Bard Pleanala granted planning permission to the Port of Cork for what was
described as redevelopment of its facility in Ringaskiddy. The Port of Cork has since asked An Bard
Pleanala for permission for alterations to the development that was approved. I am concerned that the
predicted noise arising from some of those changes may impact you. You need to know about this so you
can have the opportunity to communicate your views if you wish.

The redevelopment for which planning permission was granted last year included two cranes for lifting

containers to and from ships with rubber tyred gantry cranes moving and stacking containers within the
Port of Cork yards.
Amongst other changes, the Port of Cork has now requested permission of An Bard Pleanala to use"
straddle carriers instead of rubber tyred gantry cranes, with two rail mounted gantry cranes ultimately

being installed to work with the straddle carriers.
The major implication of this seemingly innocuous change is that straddle carriers need a great deal of
maintenance. So the Port of Cork has requested permission to construct a 22.5 metre high maintenance
building, capable of accommodating 3 straddle carriers, staff canteen and offices. It proposes to locate the
building close to the eastern entrance, outside the footprint of the development for which planning
permission was granted last year.

Some of the noise impacts from the proposed alterations have been modelled and included in the Port of
Cork's submission to An Bard PleancUa. They indicate that the noise arising from the construction of this
maintenance building is predicted to have a significant impact on some properties in Ringaskiddy.

particularly those in Martello Park and on the Main Street. There has been no modelling to indicate what
level of noise might be generated in the workshops of the maintenance building when the new container
facility is operational.
The Port of Cork's submission to the !loard can be viewed at the public planning desk of Cork County
Council, County Hall. I am putting as much of it as I can on my website (www.marciadalton.net). Should
you wish to express your views, you can make a submission to be received by An Bard Plea mila at 6~
h
Marlborough Street, Dublin, by close of business on i October. Include:
the reference PL04.PMooto - Proposed amendments to the redevelopment of the Port of Cork (Ref
PA003S), !lingaskiddy
your name and address
a fee of ESO, although there is no charge if you made a submission to last year's planning application.
I hope this is of interest and of help. Please feel free to contact me about the proposals if you wish.

61t

An 80rd Pleanala
Marlborough Street,
Dublin

4 Oct.2016
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Re: Proposed amendments to the redevelopment of the
Port of Cork. 04.PM0010
We wish to make a submission on the Port of Cork proposed
alteration to the terms of the previously permitted redevelopment at
Ringaskiddy, Co. Cork. Ref.04.PA0035.

I. Lengthening of the main berth and relocation of mooring dolphins.
How will this affect the high value sailing waters which are shared?
2.Changes to the process of landside handling of containers;
How will this affect the noise nuisance in the Monkstown Bay area.?
3.Changes to the layout and design of ancillary buildings including some
which are located outside of the boundary of the permitted development.
This is not a material alteration this building development requires a
new planning application.
The board has decided, against the advice of its inspector in
accordance with section 1468(2)(a) of the Act, that the proposed alteration
would constitute a material alteration to the terms of the development.
We as a third party would feel the Port of Cork would be
contravening the terms of their permission. The need to alter the terms of
their permission is a direct result of project splitting.
We have always maintained that the site for the container port was
inadequate and was the wrong side of the river. The previous board
already refused permission, traffic being one of their main concerns. Now
the Port request a new building development on new ground. The new

building will be about 25 feet high, with a floor area of about 30,000 square
feet. It will be on land which is already reclaimed and is outside the
04.PA0035 planning permission boundary.
If such significant adjustments or changes to a development were to
be permitted it would create a precedent which would weaken the
robustness of future Strategic Infrastructure Developments. (I would refer to
case PM0004 which allowed a municipal incinerator in Duleek to become a
toxic facility within a very short time of being granted planning permission
for a municipal facility, ( bypassing public input)
In all the alterations equates to a 13.5%increase over that in the
plans and particulars accompanying the original application . The proposed
alterations to the mooring berths will also require adjustments to the
foreshore boundary to the south of the main berth, and to their foreshore
licence. Any extra dredging of the seabed must be quantified and assessed
under an EIS with reference to the SAC which is adjacent to the area.
We feel the Port of Cork engaged in project splitting and the
implications of this on the public ie. viability of port requires a new motor
way, costing 200 million of tax payers money. The viability of the motorway
for the Port of Cork, requires changes to the Jack Lynch Tunnel.
Diligent care and assessment requires the Board to assess the
project splitting at this stage and require the Port to make a new planning
;"0.-1In their
application for the additions which should have been
original planning application.
T,:N BORD PLEANALA
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Glenville,
Monkstown,
Co. Cork
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& District Residents Association

5 th October 2016
An Board Pleanala,
Re: Rerno. PA0035
Dear Sir I Madam
We the Ringaskiddy and District Residents Association have grave concerns about the
Port or Cork change of plans.
Our biggest concern is the 22 metres high maintenance building. We have asked the Port
of Cork ror a photo montage and they have given us one looking rrom the Cobh side and
the Monkstown side. When we asked ror one to view from the Ringaskiddy side they told
us that they could not provide us with one.
Some of the information is lacking. They were supposed to use electric machines in the
first planning application and rrom what we gather we think they will be using Diesel
machines which are noisier.
We would ask that you go back and have a full hearing so that we can look at the new
EIS and other relevant information as the time rrame was to too tight ror us to review the
information.
Regards
Sean Forde
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'Alverno'
Ringaskiddy
Co.Cork
30 th September 2016

Mr.Kieran Doherty
Executive Officer
An Bord Pleamila
64 Marlborough St.
Dublin 1.
Planning Reference: PA0035
Dear Sirs,
I am a resident of Ringaskiddy all of my life and my family records in this area date back to
the late 1600's.
Ringaskiddy village was once one of the most picturesque villages in Ireland - a quiet fishing
village with the sea coming up to the quay wall, a narrow winding road through the village
and a very close-knit community. The road was widened in the mid 1960's to facilitate the
Irish Steel. In the mid 1970's, Mr. l.A. French, who was then General Manager with the
Harbour Commissioners, stated their intentions of moving port facilities to Ringaskiddy. (I
wonder where he is now while we're still suffering because of his decision I). In 1979, the
work began on Ringaskiddy Bay and what once was a bay of rowing and sailing boats
became a bay of sand. Our village and houses, on several occasions, were covered with this
grey sand. Over the years, the Port of Cork have slowly taken everything from us; our clean
air (which sometimes stinks of animal feed); our view of Cobh, Monkstown and the inner
harbour, because of the high trees at the front of the village; our sleep at night because of
noise from ships either entering the port or already berthed. When the port are off-loading
feed etc. from ships and depending on which way the wind blows, our homes, cars, washing
on the line, can be covered in fine dust. We do not know what we are inhaling or if it's a
danger to us and especially to small children. Residents with young children cannot leave
them out to play because this dust is blowing into their eyes. Trucks park in the village by
night, literally across the road from houses, waiting for the port gates to open in the
morning. On cold nights, these drivers start their engines to heat the cabs and this disturbs
the sleep of the people living at the front of the village. I don't think there is a village in
Ireland that has to put up with what we have to tolerate from the Port of Cork. We have
been many years asking that something be done about the dust issues and we're still
waiting. We keep informing the port about these issues - they still have done nothing
about it! There is no fairness with the Portl
We have in Ringaskiddy, the National Maritime College of Ireland and this has been one of
the most positive things that has happened for the village. However, a planning application
was made, some years ago, for student accommodation on a site in the village but this was

refused. One of the objectors at that time was the Port of Cork. The reason Mr. Denis Healy
gave, when asked one evening at a meeting, was that the less people in Ringaskiddy to
object to their proposals, the better for them . A big mistake by An Bord Pleanala, because
we now have a huge shortage of student accommodation locally.
The Port of Cork has now destroyed the entrance to Rlngaskiddy Village with their 16 ft . high
fence blocking the view of the sea (this was the last view of the sea that the people had,
now we can't see any water from the village), but as none of the Port of Cork employees live
in the area, it doesn't affect them. Again, this shows the arrogance of the Port of Cork
Companyl
In June of this year, Mr.Michael McGrath TO attended a meeting with the Port of Cork
Company and some residents of Ringaskiddy. At this meeting, it was decided that a
Memorandum of Understanding would be drawn up so that the residents would be
informed of anything happening in the port and vice versa.
Also, at the June meeting. Mr. Brendan Keating was asked about a piece of unused land east
of the car compound. It was suggested (at that meeting) that they put the public pier in this
area instead of at Paddy's Point. They could also put in a slipway for launching boats and
the pier could also be used for the Spike Island ferry and maybe, in the future, for a harbour
waterbus. Mr. Keating replied that they would need that piece of land for future port
development (greed on their part, in my opinion) . This is the last piece of foreshore (that is
within easy walking distance for local people) at the front of Ringaskiddy that people can
use but again the Port will give nothing back to the village and they wonder why the locals
despise them I
As we have a Memorandum of Understanding with the POCC, we would have expected
them to contact us with their intention to make amendments to their plans. We heard
nothing from them about this new amendment until we received letters from An Bord
Pleanala, even though the POCC were in talks with you since last January and we only get
four weeks to respond I We had a meeting with the Port on Friday 23rd September to
discuss their amendment. They were able to show us photo montages of the changes from
Monkstown and from Cobh but none from Ringaskiddy - the area that will be most
affected I This, again, shows the lack of respect that the Port have for their nearest
neighbours. Neither could they show us drawings of the new proposed maintenance
building which will be another 'eyesore' for people living in the village. They are also
changing the road alignment at the entrance to our village. How can a company dictate a
new road layout at the entrance to our village because it suits them? They also said that
this part of the road would be Signalled (to suit themselves again), yet when we opened our
playground in the village, we asked for a crossing for the children and we were told that we
couldn't have signalled lights on a national road. (There are signalled lights in lots of towns
and villages that are on national roads). Again, the people of Ringaskiddy are given no
consideration. Where in the world would you get a village where the residents have a
container terminal on their doorstep I
of the port development and relocation is being
driven by Mr. John Mullins, Mr. Brend K~J'18{9
.
Healy (who I believe,
has retired!) Where will they be i to.!9r 20 years I ty~e e, our children and
generations to come will be suffering or their oeciSiOlls'1
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Harbour, the second biggest natural harbour In the world I If only some members of An
Bord PleaOiila would visit and see the destruction that the Port of Cork Company has done
to our village and see the potential of the harbour and just put a stop to the destruction of
Cork Harbour. Everyone seems to forget that there is a community here right in the middle
of factories and a port and the sad fact is that none of the developments have benefited our
village. We have spent many years putting up with inconvenience, dust, dirt and increased
traffic for the benefit of others. I don't think there is a village anywhere that has sacrificed
what we have. In fact, the lower harbour Is the wrong location for the port and on two
occasions I have heard some of the managers of the port say that. They said the
Ringaskiddy is the 'easier option' for them!
I strongly object to the erection of a proposed maintenance building, as It was not In the
original planning, In the Port of Cork land as it will be approx. 20m high and will not be In
keeping with the village buildings and other buildings In the port land. (The most suitable
area for this building would be on the western side of the Deep Water Berth). Therefore, I
ask that this application be refused planning.
Thank you for taking the time to read this letter.
Yours sincerely
'1 /
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Mary Jordan
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